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To the memory of Prof. Juan José Sáenz



Thanks to my young collaborator:



Bliokh, Kivshar, Nori, PRL 113, 033601 (2014) introduce the term: “Magnetoelectric energy”. 

No physical meaning nor physical law provided. No mention of any reactive property.

Kamenetskii, Berezin, Shavit, Appl. Phys. B, 2015, introduce the term: “Real helicity”. 

No physical meaning nor physical law provided. No mention of any reactive property.

Record:

THE REACTIVE POWER IS A CLASSIC CONCEPT IN ANTENNA THEORY

WHAT ABOUT AS REGARDS TO THE HELICITY?:



WHAT ABOUT  NANOANTENNAS?:
A study of reactive quantities: reactive power and reactive helicity aims to controlling
dynamic effects (optical forces) in the near-field, and resonances of re-emitted (scattered) 
energy and helicity.



The Physics of the Reactive Power

The complex Poynting theorem:

Im{S} is the reactive (imaginary) Poynting vector. It

alternates back and forth from the scattering

object at 2ω building-up reactive power:

2ω (<wm>-<we>)

Time-harmonic fields

The fundamentals of antenna theory:



The Physics of the Reactive Helicity

We establish the Reactive Helicity theorem:

alternates back and forth from the scattering

object at 2ω building-up the reactive helicity: 

Time-harmonic fields

(Spin angular
momenta)

MN-V & X. Xu, , PRR 3, 043080 (2021)

What about helicity theory?:



EVANESCENT WAVE

BY T.I.R.

REACTIVE QUANTITIES



EVANESCENT WAVE

BY T.I.R.

Reactive quantities:

Reactive Poynting vector and Reactive Momentum:



Reactive power conservation:
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Reactive helicity conservation:
EVANESCENT WAVE

BY T.I.R. Reactive helicity flow:
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PS and PO are the spin and orbital, electric or magnetic, momenta

Superscript I is imaginary part

cCcccccccccccccccccccc

REACTIVE 
QUANTITIES



THE PHYSICS OF THE REACTIVE (IMAGINARY) POYNTING MOMENTUM : OPTICAL FORCES

֍ We shall analyze forces on magnetodielectric particles due to reactive quantities of an
evanescent wave. These are its reactive helicity and its flow
and its reactive power and its flow: the Imaginary Poynting momentum.

֍ In our opinión, and as far as we know, these forces have not yet been adequately studied. 
Whether studied at all.

֍ Such forces, and the upsurge of the reactive quantities, are those due to the interaction
between the induced electric and magnetic dipole, that we predicted several years ago,
(cf.  Op. Ex. 2010), from which the so-called extraordinary momentum of evanescent waves
was inferred (Bliokh et al. Nat. Comm. 2014), and the force due to it, measured
(Antognozzi et al. Nat. Phys. 2016).



Optical force on a magnetodielectric dipolar particle due to the

Interaction of the induced electric and magnetic dipole:

MN-V, Juanjo Sáenz, et al., OpEx. 2010

Already studied for evanescent waves:
K. Bliokh et al. Nat. Comm. 5, 3300 
(2014). (Prediction).
M. Antognozzi, et al. Nat. Phys. 12, 731  
(2016). (detection).
(Experimental detection).

??

are the electric and magnetic polarizabilities

At wavelenghts around the 2nd Kerker condition, the transversal force from

is opposite to !!



EVANESCENT WAVE

BY T.I.R.

Optical force by an on a Si spherical particle placed on the T.I.R. 

interface due to the reactive field (Poynting) momentum:

Perpendicular 
component

Transversal 
component.
Considered a 
secondary weaker
force. 
Not studied in depth. 

MN-V & X. Xu, , PRR 3, 043080 (2021)



EVANESCENT WAVE

BY T.I.R.

Incident linear
Polarization:

Sphere
Radius: 75 nm

Refractive index: 1.5



(pN / nm2

per 

incident mW)

Results for the transversal force due to ccc

Old (so-called
Extraordinary Momentum)

New.
Reactive origin

Magnetic dipole

Electric dipole

2nd Kerker

2nd Kerker

at Z=0:

MN-V & X. Xu, , PRR 3, 043080 (2021)

=



Results for the perpendicular force due to versus gradient force

Gradient force, normal to interface:

Electric
dipole

Magnetic
dipole

(pN / nm2

per 

incident mW)

at Z=0:

Choose:

AII=0

MN-V & X. Xu, , PRR 3, 043080 (2021)



The field from a dipolar (in the wide sense) particle



The field from a dipolar (in the wide sense) particle



The field from a dipolar (in the wide sense) particle



The field from a dipolar (in the wide sense) particle



֍ In conclusión, 

¶. Experiments observing these predictions are awaited…

¶. Forces from the electric-magnetic dipole interaction in magnetodielectric particles, 
and due to reactive quantities of the wavefield, may be larger than those so far observed
of the so-called extraordinary (transversal) momentum of the evanescent wave; 
especially in the proximities at the electric and magnetic dipole resonances. They may also
neutralize the well-known gradient force. 
These forces make observable both the reactive power and reactive helicity.

¶. Reactive quantities yield a novel interpretation of the two Kerker conditions, which are 
linked to an absence, or minimum, of the overall scattered reactive power. 

¶. The reactive helicity of chiral light incident on a chiral nanoparticle may separate 
enantiomers by excitation of the external reactive power. An effect that we call 
reactive dichroism.


